Trace

Trace the design onto your fabric (at least 13”x 12”) using a .01 Brown Pigma pen. Do not use pencil, water
erasable or heat erasable pens. Dots should be traced as a tiny dot, XX’s should be traced as a tiny dot where the
lines intersect and lazy daisy placement should be shown only as a tiny dot at the pointed end of the stitch.
Crayon Tint using Crayola Crayons 64 count box: Consult image for placement also !
Color all objects in the design and the snow areas with WHITE crayon before you begin.
The snow, snowmen and snowflake are tinted lightly (shaded only...not all over) with SKY BLUE and lightly
shaded with ROBIN’S EGG BLUE. The thick parts of the letters are tinted fully with SKY BLUE. Shade the
bottom 1/2 of each area with ROBIN’S EGG BLUE.
Tint blush on snowman cheeks lightly with CARNATION. Color carrot noses ORANGE.
Child’s hat bottom is tinted CARNATION and shaded with RED & SCARLET. Child’s hat topknot is colored
DANDELION and shaded with TAN.
Child’s scarf and mittens are tinted YELLOW GREEN and shaded with GREEN.
Mom’s hat and mitten tops are tinted CORNFLOWER and then shaded with PACIFIC BLUE.
Mom’s mitten bottoms are tinted with CARNATION and shaded with RED and WILD STRAWBERRY. Mom’s
scarf/collar is tinted YELLOW GREEN and shaded with GREEN.
Dad’s earmuffs are tinted YELLOW GREEN and shaded with GREEN. Earmuff strap is tinted BROWN.
Dad’s scarf stripes are tinted RED and shaded with SCARLET.

Heat Set:

Use a hot dry iron and white paper towels to heat set the crayon tinting. Place the towel over the top of the tinted
fabric and press for several seconds. Check the paper towel for color transfer. If any has transferred repeat the
process with a clean towel. Crayon tinting should now be transparent.
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Stitch using 2 strands of Cosmo Embroidery Floss:
#2253		
#754		
#501		
#895		
#4905		
#2702		
#4300		
		
#2214		
#704		
#76-1		

Snow, snowmen
All carrot noses
All cheeks
All eyes, mouths and buttons are 2 wrap French knots
Dad’s earmuffs, mom’s collar and lazy daisies on top of her hat, child’s mittens and scarf outline
Outline of brown strap on dad’s earmuffs
Dad’s scarf, outline of mom’s mitten bottoms and 3 wrap French knot dots on her hat and mittens,
child’s hat outline & XX’s, and scarf XX’s and fringe.
Mom’s hat and mitten top outlines
Outline of topknot on child’s hat
Snowflake outline and all lines on “Sparkling Snow”
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